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FERC Order 1000 Background 

On July 21, 2011, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) issued Order 1000.  Per the 
Order, public utility transmission providers must either amend their open access transmission tariffs 
(“OATT”) to comply with the requirements of Order 1000 or demonstrate how their existing OATT 
provisions already comply. 
 
In response to Order 1000, the Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) Board of Directors tasked SPP’s 
Strategic Planning Committee (“SPC”) with leading SPP’s response to the regional policy 
requirements contained in Order 1000. After initial meetings of the SPC to discuss requirements of 
Order 1000, the SPC formed the SPC Task Force on Order 1000 (“SPCTF”) to examine SPP’s 
existing OATT to determine whether SPP’s current transmission planning and cost allocation 
provisions comply with the Order 1000 requirements and whether additional revisions will be 
necessary. Further, the SPCTF was tasked with proposing how SPP should respond in its compliance 
filing with FERC. 
 
Order 1000 requires each public utility transmission provider to revise its OATT to demonstrate that 
the regional transmission planning process in which it participates has established appropriate 
qualification criteria for determining an entity’s eligibility to propose a transmission project for 
selection in the regional transmission plan for purposes of cost allocation, whether that entity is an 
incumbent transmission provider or a non-incumbent transmission developer. The SPCTF 
unanimously recommends that SPP’s compliance filing contain Transmission Owner qualification 
requirements that must be met before a potential Transmission Owner can participate in SPP’s 
Competitive Solicitation Process. 
 
Recommended Transmission Owner qualification criteria include: 
 

1. Threshold eligibility criteria that will be developed by the SPC Task Force on Order 1000; 
2. Financial criteria that will be developed by SPP’s Finance Committee; and 
3. Managerial criteria that will be developed by the SPC Task Force on Order 1000 

demonstrating ability to site, construct, own and operate transmission projects. 
 
The flow chart below illustrates the Transmission Owner Selection Process recommended by the 
SPC Task Force on Order 1000. 
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Application and Process To NTC Issuance 

The SPCTF’s final report recommends the Applicant Transmission Owner (“ATO”) submit an 
application to become a Qualified Transmission Owner (“QTO”) prior to June 30 of the calendar 
year prior to the year the ATO plans to participate in SPP’s Competitive Solicitation Process.  SPP 
will then have 90 days to review the application and make a determination if the ATO meets the 
requirements of a QTO or if the application contains deficiencies.  ATOs submitting applications 
with deficiencies will have 30 days to cure the deficiencies.  SPP will then have 45 days to 
determine if the deficiencies have been cured.  A final list of all QTOs will be posted on December 
31.  Additionally, once qualified, the QTO will not be required to demonstrate its qualifications in 
any subsequent SPP planning process cycles or with respect to any subsequent SPP Competitive 
Solicitation Processes unless the QTO experiences a change in circumstances.  A simplified timeline 
of the entire process is illustrated below. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 The application submitted by the ATO for consideration to become a QTO will address three areas: 

1. Threshold eligibility criteria:  These criteria address basic requirements to successfully fulfill 
the role of a Transmission Owner in SPP (example:  does ATO meet membership 
requirements of SPP and have the ability to execute the SPP membership agreement) 

2. Financial criteria:  These criteria are designed to ensure the ATO has the financial capacity to 
fulfill the role of a Transmission Owner in SPP (example:  does ATO have access to 
sufficient capital to complete transmission project) 

3. Managerial criteria:  An Application from an ATO must include a showing that the ATO has 
expertise to construct, own, and operate electric transmission facilities. 

 

Financial Requirements 

The determination of Financial Requirements is intended to ensure ATOs have the capacity to access 
capital to meet the project costs plus a reasonable contingency and the ATO is an entity sustainable 
to meet the ongoing maintenance requirements of the project.  Absent establishment of basic 
financial capacity, the Competitive Solicitation Process runs the risk of becoming ineffective in 
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actually meeting the objective of developing needed transmission projects because winning bidders 
may not be capable of performing on the project (i.e. accessing sufficient capital to fund the project).   
 
The Finance Committee Task Force on Order 1000 identified several alternatives intended to 
determine the financial capacity of an ATO prior to the ATO becoming a QTO.  These alternatives 
are detailed along with potential issues which must be addressed.  For purposes of this report the 
alternatives will be grouped into two categories:  i) pre-qualification, ii) post-qualification.   
 

PreQualification 
The Pre-Qualification financial requirements specifically address the task assigned by the SPC Task 
Force on Order 1000 which is to identify minimum criteria to be met prior to awarding QTO status 
to an ATO. 
 

Investment Grade Rating 

ATOs would be required to demonstrate an investment 
grade issuer rating from a “nationally recognized 
statistical rating organization1”.  Investment grade 
ratings for the three major rating organizations are as 
follows: 
 

Moody’s  S&P and 
Fitch 

Aaa AAA 
Aa1 AA+ 
Aa2 AA 
Aa3 AA- 
A1 A+ 
A2 A 
A3 A- 
Baa1 BBB+ 
Baa2 BBB 
Baa3 BBB- 

 
  

                                                 
 
1 A Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organization (NRSRO) is a credit rating agency (CRA) that issues credit ratings that the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) permits other financial firms to use for certain regulatory purposes.  Currently there are nine organizations 
designated as NRSROs:  Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s Investors Service, Fitch Ratings, Kroll Bond Rating Agency, A.M. Best Company, Dominion 
Bond Rating Service, Ltd., Japan Credit Rating Agency Ltd., Egan-Jones Rating Company, and Morningstar Inc. 

• Not all ATOs carry debt 
rating issued by NRSROs 

• Is rating from any NRSRO 
acceptable? 

• Is investment grade 
enough/too much? 

• Would downgrade to below 
investment grade trigger 
suspension of QTO status or 
revoke status immediately? 
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Corporate Commitment Letter 

A Corporate Commitment Letter is a legally valid 
document that commits two parties to a financial 
assistance agreement.  In the case of an ATO, the 
Corporate Commitment Letter would be issued by a party 
with an investment grade rating indicating it will support 
the ATOs obligations (see sample attached at Exhibit A).   
 

SPP Credit Scoring Methodology 

Article Four of Attachment X to the SPP tariff 
describes the credit underwriting process utilized by 
SPP to determine the creditworthiness of customers of 
the tariff.  The process includes both a qualitative and 
quantitative review of each customer ultimately ending 
with a single credit score for a customer; scale is from 1 
– 6 with 1 being the best rating and 6 being the worst.   
 
 

PostQualification 
 
Post-qualification financial requirements are intended to provide assurance that the QTO has the 
financial capacity to support the individual transmission projects for which bids are submitted.  It is 
expected that post-qualification financial requirements would be incorporated as a critical 
component of the QTOs RFP response.   
 
The SPCTF has worked to craft the requirements of the RFP response.  The preliminary work 
product details the following requirements: 
 

• General: The RFP will include an overview of the purpose for the RFP including: the need 
for the transmission project, regulatory context and authority, confidentiality statement, and 
other necessary information. 

• Proposal Submission Content Requirements and Procedures: The RFP will include a 
deadline for all proposal submissions. The RFP will also identify all minimum bid 
submission requirements.  Each RFP respondent will be required to include all bid conditions 
in its proposal.   

• Cost and Financial Requirements: The RFP will require each respondent to provide 
financial information specific to each transmission project for which it submits a proposal. 
This information will include, but not be limited to: demonstration of financing and itemized 
revenue requirement calculations. 

• Engineering: The RFP will require each respondent to provide engineering information 
specific to each transmission project for which it submits a proposal. This information may 
include, but not be limited to engineering design of the project and technical requirements. 

• Construction: The RFP will require each respondent to provide construction information 
specific to each transmission project for which it submits a proposal. This information may 

• While this is a legally binding 
agreement one should question its 
enforceability (and cost to enforce). 

• Can this apply to a municipality?  
Cooperative? 

• Is requirement it be issued by 
investment grade entity firm? 

• Not useful for start-up organizations 
• Is qualitative analysis valid for ATO 

qualification purposes? 
• Quantitative analysis weighted less 

for “Not-For-Profit” customers 
(40%-50%) 
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include, but not be limited to anticipated project timeline, demonstration of past transmission 
construction experience, equipment acquisition processes, description of applicable ROW / 
real estate acquisition process, description of routing process, description of permitting, 
description of construction clearance processes, and identification of responsible party for 
construction inspection. 

• Operations and Maintenance: The RFP will require each respondent to provide operations 
and maintenance information specific to each transmission project for which it submits a 
proposal. This information may include, but not be limited to: demonstration of operations, 
statement of which entity will be operating and maintaining the transmission facility, storm / 
outage response plan, maintenance plan, staffing, equipment, crew training, and record of 
past maintenance and outage performance. 

• Information Exchange: The RFP will include information exchange requirements such as 
identification of data required to be provided to the SPP in accordance with NERC reliability 
standards, data of design of the facilities for the Transmission Provider, and CEII 
requirements. 

• Safety program/Current/past statistics: The RFP will require each respondent to provide 
safety information such as identification of the internal safety program, contractor safety 
program, and safety performance record. 

• Evaluation Procedure: The RFP will include a description of the proposal evaluation 
procedure, including the statement of proposal evaluation methodology, criteria for 
acceptable proposals, and identification of applicable proposal evaluation fees. 

• Attachments: The RFP will be a standard form that the respondent must fill out and may 
supplement with attachments demonstrating the information outlined above. 

 

QTO PreSelection Criteria 

 
Bid Bond:  Required from all QTOs that do not have an investment grade rating by a NRSRO or 
have a corporate commitment letter from an entity that carries an investment grade rating issued by a 
NRSRO.   

A bid bond is issued as part of a bidding process by the 
surety to the project owner, to guarantee that the winning 
bidder will undertake the contract under the terms at which 
they bid.  A bid bond guarantees that the “oblige” will be 
paid the difference between the principal's tender price and 
the next closest tender price. This action is only triggered 
should the principal be awarded the contract but fails to enter 
into the contract, as agreed, with the oblige. The bid bond penalty is generally ten percent of the 
bidder's tender price. Contractors prefer the use of bid bonds because they are a less expensive 
option and they do not tie up cash or bank credit lines during the bidding process. Owners and 
general contractors also use bid bonds because they establish and confirm that the bidding contractor 
or supplier has the support of a Surety Company and is qualified to undertake the project. 

Evidence of Financing:  The QTO or the entity providing the corporate commitment letter must 
demonstrate an ability to secure capital sufficient to fund the project plus a reasonable amount of 

• What minimum requirements 
for the surety to qualify?  
A.M. Best rating? 
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contingency.  The evidence may consist of: i) demonstrated history of securing financing, ii) term 
sheet from investors indicating desire to fund the project, iii) adequate cash, investments, or lines of 
credit to fund the project plus reasonable contingency, iv) other? 

Material Conditions:  QTO must disclose any bankruptcy, dissolution, merger, or acquisition within 
the past five years of the QTO, parent, controlling shareholder, or entity providing Corporate 
Commitment letter.  The QTO must also prove that there are no remaining material issues from any 
of these aforementioned events. 

Financial Plan & Business Plan:   Formal plans indicating how the QTO anticipates operations of the 
project to progress, both during construction and post-
construction 

QTO PostSelection Criteria 

Firm Capital Commitment:  Upon notification of 
selection of the QTO to be the Designated Transmission 
Owner (“DTO”) for the project, the DTO must provide 
firm commitment of capital sufficient to complete the 
project.  Evidence can be in the form of a binding commitment letter from lenders, cash held in 
escrow, performance/surety bond, etc. 

Evidence of Ability to Construct and Operate Transmission:  Generally provided by state regulators. 

Execute SPP Membership Agreement:  DTO becomes a full member of SPP and obligated to all 
conditions of the Membership Agreement. 

 

Other Questions or Open Issues (random order) 

 
a) Can SPP require QTO or DTO to demonstrate authority to construct and operate 

transmission within the Competitive Solicitation Process? 
b) View on allowing specialists to bid on portions of projects?  Multiple specialists without 

single “parent” organization? 
c) Change in ownership of DTO post-selection? 
d) Do financial requirements apply to SPP members?  Incumbent transmission owners? 
e) Demonstrate ability to maintain project?   

 

• Currently QTO has 10 days 
to accept NTC otherwise it 
will be offered to next highest 
ranked QTO 
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Exhibit A 

Mary Homer Clark 
Green Recycling Solutions 
PO Box, 679 
Trenton, New Jersey - 09834-48458 
 
Date: 1st of February 2012 
 
Hamilton Clark 
Director, Waste Disposal Operations 
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection 
PO Box 706 
Trenton, New Jersey - 09834-48458 
 
Reference: Application for financial assistance as per Project List for SFY 2012 and NJAC 389-9:1. 
 
Dear Mr. Clark,  
 
This is in reference to the provisions of the Priority System, Intended Use Plan and Project List for SFY 
2012 and NJAC 389-9:1. As the authorized representative for my firm on the project, we hereby commit 
to meet the project deadlines and the deadlines for financial application as defined by the trust and the 
NJDEP for participation in the SFY2012 Financing Program. 
 
We as a firm understand that a failure on our part to meet the requirements as specified and the 
deadlines as set by the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection can result in legal action and 
hold us ineligible for the 2012 Financing Program. Enclosed please find a project ranking form, including a 
list of proposed modifications to the information representing list given earlier. 
 
Thanking you, 
 
Yours sincerely 
(M.H.Clark) 
Mary Homer Clark 
Green Recycling Solutions 


